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EVV Exceptions For Agency Community Living Services Providers Employing DSP's  
 
Question 
The guide does not address the issue of an entire Agency being eligible for an exception.  It 
basically focuses on individual providers requesting an exception for an individual customer. 
As an Agency provider we generally provide overnight respite in a licensed home (facility). Our 
location is in Gates and do not always have reliable internet or wifi service nor would it be 
practical for an individual to try and use the EVV system on an Agency phone to enter SDD 
dates and time when multiple individuals are arriving at the same time.  Our Agency does not 
own a smartphone, we are a small non-profit without the funds for that type of technology, 
nor do we have the funding to hire an individual that would solely be responsible for entering 
data into a mobile exprs program, when we currently have on staff administrative personnel 
using the desktop version to enter SDD dates.  Because of the nature of our services we do not 
have a single individual that is on site every time we have individuals arriving for 3-4 nights of 
respite, we can have anywhere from 10-15 staff present to provide services for our customers.   
 
The guide is limited in the ability to look at individual situations and determine exceptions on a 
one-on-one basis. 
 
ODDS needs to consider how an Agency Provider would be able to comply when dealing with 
multiple customers and multiple providers at a time. 
Response: Thank you for the feedback and request to have ODDS consider agency exceptions. 
At this time, ODDS has not granted agency wide exceptions. The manner to do this would be 
through the variance process.  
 
Question: 
The guidelines are very rigid, with no room for human error. They demand perfection when 
that cannot be the expectation. The exceptions only allow for data/internet error or extreme 
safety support of certain people, a very specific and narrow group of people who would 
qualify. There is flexibility in how we can do corrections on our end, except that stops with 
being able to bill for those times/dates. Each correct has to be manually entered line by line. 
For any agency, the cost is huge, with no financial relief offered. Can you consider a batch 
upload, with drop-down menu of the 7 options of error, that can be clicked for each line, 
instead of the process now, which is a single entry upload for eXPRS? 
Response: 
Thank you for your comment and suggestion. ODDS will be adding the additional reason code 
into the drop-down menu in a future release. This will be communicated once the additional 
reason code is added.   
 
Question: 
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Could ODDS consider adding an exception for times when there is a conflict in hours between 
two different agencies or an agency and a PSW? In these situations, agencies need to modify 
data in order to bill. Agency’s need a way to modify start/stop times on an accepted EVV entry, 
rather than deleting it and creating a new entry.  
Response: 
Thank you for the question. There is no need to delete and recreate a new entry for suspected 
overlaps. Currently the system does not validate against overlaps until the Service Delivered 
(SD’s) are submitted. If there is an overlap, the second SD submitted will suspend. Suspended 
SD’s can be edited to adjust start/end times, saved and then resubmitted if needed. This 
functionality is already available in eXPRS. 
 
Question: 
Are there timelines for Agencies to review DSP exception requests? The guide does not 
address this one way or another. Are there timelines when the DSP exception must be re-
reviewed?  
Response: 
Thank you for the question. ODDS suggests that each agency identify their own policy and 
procedures for reviewing and reapproving any DSP exception. ODDS asks that there is an 
annual review in place to identify that the need for the DSP exception still applies. For 
example, an individual who received DSP supports may move from an area where there was 
no internet access to an area where there is internet access. During the annual review, it may 
be identified that the DSP exception is no longer needed.  
 
 


